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VMD SERVICES IS HERE TO 
HELP YOU DO JUST THAT… 

GET THE HELP YOU NEED 
TO TRAIN YOUR TEAM! 
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You finally found people you want to hire and have on your team. Now the biggest issue you 
face is finding the time to train them and keep them. It’s no longer enough to train well the first 
few months and then just expect everything to run smooth, you need to keep training, keep 
investing into your team and your culture and you need to do all of that while maintaining your 
business.  It can be overwhelming. So – how do you do it?  Just like the other aspects of your 
business, training and maintaining your team requires a plan. Your team needs a playbook. They 
need to know what you expect from them in their role and how you expect them to complete 
their job responsibilities. 

And that means… It’s time to have a plan and put together your Training Playbook!

What is a Training Playbook? And why you need one…

As the owner of the company, you know everything there is about running the show. Much of 
what happens in your business, you just know it. It’s in your head and you can put on which ever 
hat is needed at a moment’s notice. 

But that is the problem… 

You need to have people on your team that can fill all the different roles to operate the 
business.  If you don’t have people in place to help operate your business then you are the one 
spending your evenings, weekends and holidays doing the things no one else knows how to do. 
And when you want to grow your business, you then have to think about what it takes to hire 
and train a new person. To grow and to succeed everything must be scalable and sustainable.   

BUT… the reality is that you probably, like most business owners, fall into one of these 
three categories: 

1. Your just getting started or things in your business have changed so much that you have 
nothing documented. It’s literally all in your head or the head of one or two senior people 
in your business. 
2. You might have some of it documented, but you aren’t sure that what you have is 
current or when it was last updated. Maybe you’re not even sure where your 
documentation is. 
3. You have it all documented; your processes, SOPs, HR documents, etc… But rounding it 
up and having a plan to train people without it taking hours (if not days, weeks and 
months) worth of training time out of your already packed schedule, makes you want to 
run for the hills and not look back.  

It doesn’t have to be this way… 

With a training playbook, your team stays aligned and you can hold your people accountable. 
Plus, you can finally scale your organization successfully. It all starts with having all your 
processes, policies, SOPs and expectations documented and in one place! That way, everyone is 
playing by the same rules, and anyone can become cross-trained.  
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Let’s break down the basics you need to know about building a winning training 
playbook!

A training playbook houses all your company's processes, policies, standard operating 
procedures (SOPs), Org. Chart and HR documents in one place. And it outlines exactly how your 
business does what it does - down to each role, each responsibility, and each process. 

And every training playbook has FOUR CORE elements:
1. Your company profile (who your organization is and how you got there)
2. Your Team – the people (who's who and who does what)
3. Your business policies (the things everyone need-to-knows)
4. Processes (how-to’s) and these become specific to the roles and duties each role has

Altogether, these four elements ensure your team doesn't have to guess how to do their jobs. 
Instead, they know exactly what's expected of them and how to get it done. And what’s even 
better, because its all documented, everyone is doing the same job the same way. 

Do you really need a training playbook? 

Of course, when you hire and have a roster filled with top talent in your business, you have to 
continue training and keep them engaged for career growth – or they will leave. On top of that, 
your processes and policies need to exist outside of YOUR head. Businesses fail when their team 
is not trained, knowledgeable or able to demonstrate their business know how. Another reason 
you need this your training playbook to exist is so others can follow your lead. You want 
everyone on your team using them, helping you perfect them. That way, what your business 
does is scalable beyond just you and keeps your team perfectly aligned. 

With a training playbook and the right online system for using that playbook, you can 
make sure that: 

• There's only one correct way of doing things, and everyone is aligned on it
• You can hold people accountable for doing things that way because they have to test out 
of each subject matter, which then becomes a part of their HR file
• Your operations become more reliable and replicable, so you can finally scale

What happens if you don’t have a playbook…? 

Without a training playbook, you run the risk of your business looking less like a championship 
sports team and more like your kindergartner's soccer team. Everyone running after the ball and 
crashing into each other, trying to win. 

For example, imagine you're out sick this week. And none of your responsibilities are 
documented (or your team doesn't know where that documentation is). That means your 
responsibilities don't happen. It could mean the rest of your team guesses how they do things - 
and they'll likely make a mistake. And while making a mistake on, say, a single phone call might 
not be a big deal, a mistake in payroll or with a patient record could be.
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Why should I use an online training platform for my training playbook?

Beyond the cost of replacing team members, training team members and the time it takes to do 
all of that, your time is needed to run your business. Your team needs you to help make sure 
they are doing the day-to-day things that are required. Most business owners don’t have time to 
put a training platform together even if they have all of their documentation and processes 
figured out. That’s where we come in.  We set it up and train you and your team on how to use 
it. We can help as little or as much as you want us to. And because its accessible through any 
computer, tablet, or phone, it can be used to train your team ANYWHERE that has online access. 
Having an online system keeps your team’s training moving forward even if you aren’t there next 
to them. And you see the reports of who is doing what and how they are doing in the training. 

The two most common questions we get asked when we talk to our clients 
about training… 

The first question we hear are, “How much is this going to cost me?” 

The cost of filling a new role or replacing an employee depends largely on the position you are 
looking at. But here are a few statistics you should consider. ** The average cost of training for 
an entry level Medical Assistant in private practices was $14,200 per assistant in the first 90 days 
of employment. And the turnover in a 12-month period associated with poor training and poor 
management was 59%. Post- Covid, many of our practices are telling us these numbers are 
MUCH higher now and we believe it – both in costs and in turnover. So, to answer your question 
you must look at your own practice. How much time do you or your office manager spend hiring 
and training employees? What is your time worth? And if your time (or other employees time) is 
scalable and duplicative - how much money you might save? **Here is a table to help you see 
these numbers explained, but keep in mind that these numbers are a few years old so the costs 
have significantly gone up.

Table 2. Estimated Total & Per-Medical Assistant 
Costs Associated with Medical Assistant Turnover

Category Total Cost* Per-Medical Assistant Cost*

Overtime

Training

Manager Time

Total Cost

$9,000

$126,000

$78,000

$213,000

$600

8,400

$5,200

$14,200
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When you have a system that doesn’t require the constant hand holding of a manager/trainer, 
you can save a LOT of money.  And when you can repeat the process, you can save even more. 
And when you can do it for each position in your office – you can save even more. 

The next question we usually hear is, “I already don’t have time to train, let alone setup a 
training platform. How will this save me time and money? How can you help me?” 

At VMD Services - we are certified training consultants and because we work with training 
businesses and other training consultants, we have access to so many tools. We have spent the 
time and money to be certified in training and have the knowledge and understanding of what it 
takes to build your online training platform. We setup your platform (you are the owner of it) 
and we show you how to use it. We build the system, put the training pieces together, show you 
how to use them, how to grow additional training pieces for your team and then support you 
with additional needs as you grow your business. 

So, how much money and time does this save you? You tell us… each practice is different but I 
can guarantee you it’s a lot of money if you don’t have a Training Playbook and system in place 
for your team to use it. 

So how do you help me build my training playbook and build out my online training 
platform? 

We have different customizable packages that you can take advantage of. Our most popular is 
the Building It Up Training Package – take a look at what’s included. 

What you'll walk away with…
We'll do a deep dive into your business and get you started – and you can jump in for the 
finishing touches. We will:

• Interview you and a few senior people in your organization so we get a deep 
understanding of your business
• We will create and setup your online account and build your training outline that is 
organized and just needs to be filled in with your processes and documentation
• We will outline of the roles and responsibilities for your team members so that everyone 
knows who does what in your company
• Input your initial team directory with your users queued up and ready to invite into 
your platform
• One fully documented process from start to finish
• A step-by-step implementation plan for building and rolling out your playbook
• Cost is only $2,500 

Since nothing’s harder than starting from scratch, especially when it comes to documenting your 
business. Our Certified Consultants fast track your implementation! We’ll customize your 
account and dial in on what you still must do and how exactly to make it all happen!



Contact us today & we can walk you through all of this & show you a demo!

But what if you want more help than just getting setup and have one process in place… 

After the initial setup of the Build It Up Training Package, we can do more of it for you if you have 
the documentation. If you want us to put all or some of your processes, policies, and SOPs 
together, we can. We will establish what you need when we do your initial interview and put 
together a list of what you are looking for and then give you an estimate based on a customized 
package just for your business. We will dig into what you want, what documentation you already 
have, what your future plans for training are, and how much help you want from us or if you 
want us to train your trainer… It’s completely customizable and completely up to you.

Want to know even more about how we do this? Here are some of the steps we will take: 

Step 1:  We will have you fill out a survey – and answer some general questions about your 
company. This information helps us understand where you are at in your training processes. 

Step 2:  Send us all of your documentation (if you have any – even if its out of date).
We’ll email you instructions after we get your survey back with the instructions on securely 
sending us your documentation. Or you can send it via snail mail.  Even if you don’t have any – 
that’s OK too… 

Step 3:  You will have a 60 min 1:1 conversation with your certified training consultant.  During 
that session, we will gather an additional high-level overview of your company’s roles and 
responsibilities and who our point of contact needs to be.

Step 4:  Then we take the time to conduct a few key team interviews. We’ll then have your key 
team members scheduled for 45-minute 1:1s with your Certified Consultant. Their sessions will 
start to break down what processes and policies your business relies on.

Step 5:  We load all of the information that you have given us, what your team has shared into 
your account and start setting up the platform building it out and talking to our point person as 
needed.

Step 6: There are one of two options happens here depending on what you are looking for: 

#1 – If you plan to do build the remaining processes and SOPs in 
house, we will do a 60 min training session with your trainer or point 
person and go over your customized training playbook and what they 

need to follow to implement and complete future training needs.

OR

#2 – We build out a plan to do it for you and provide
 you with an estimate and then we just get it done. 

https://vmdservices.com/contact/

